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FileArchiver was implemented

- Automac seamless offloading of files to 
  lower er storage
- Efficient way to manage data.

Policy: stub top 10 types older than 2 years.

File Reducon: From 3 TB to 1.2

Agent: one

FileArchiver Installaon Details:

Benefits:

Government Organisaon

Their back-up mes had grown to 
over 4 days They had also seen an 
exponenal spike with file volume. 

Situaon:

Business Background

Aer inially running inventories with File Archiver, they 
leveraged the reporng engine (File Analyzer) to review their data. 
They found some mapping files that were up to 125 GB and tons 
of large files. When looking at the duplicates they found around 
400,000 duplicate files. Knowing that users aren’t proacve about 
managing files in their own shares or department shares, they 
wwanted to implement a soluon that automacally moved data to 
lower er storage. They invested in a 20 TB Synology NAS 
(cost around $3,000) that would serve as their archive for a long 
me to come. 

They implemented a simple stubbing policy to stub files older 
than 2 years for the top 10 file types to lower er storage. 

The USGS is a science organizaon that provides imparal 
informaon on the health of our ecosystems and environment, 
the natural hazards that threaten us, the natural resources we 
rely on, the impacts of climate and land-use change, and the 
core science systems that help us provide mely, relevant, and 
useable informaon.

The Soluon
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The Results
Aer implemenng this policy they found an over 50 % reducon 
in the size of their shares from 3 TB to around 1.2 TB. Aer this 
reducon, their back-up window went to around 36 hours. It starts 
on Friday and finishes on Sunday morning. This allowed them to 
breath easier because they weren’t concerned about conflicts with 
users hing files on Monday and the back-up sll running. They 
don’t hdon’t have to worry about liming access to files and enjoy the 
automated approach file archiver offers. Restoring files is very fast 
and gives them and very efficient way of managing data. 

FileArchiver reduces backup mes
from over 4 days to just 36 hours!

The USGS is a science organizaon 
that provides imparal inform-
aon on the health of the US
ecosystems and environment.
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